Introduction
The linear Anosov map f : (x; y) 7 ! (2x + y; x + y) mod 1, de ned for 0 x; y 1 is fundamental in the theory of hyperbolic dynamical systems. Arn83], Arn78] illustrate the action of this map by applying f to the twodimensional caricature of a cat, and f is occasionally also called \Arnold cat map". The central role of the above Anosov map in the theory of hyperbolic dynamical systems arises from the fact that f constitutes the simplest interesting Anosov di eomorphism of a compact manifold. The compact manifold, of course, is the two-dimensional torus T 2 = (IR= Z Z ) 2 . Hyperbolicity means that the tangent space splits into two continuous linear bundles, expanding and contracting, respectively, and both invariant under the linearization of f.
In the above example these bundles are given by (appropriately translated) copies of the eigenspaces of the linear map f. On the other hand, f is ergodic with respect to Lebesgue measure, since detf = 1. The periodic points of f are dense in the 2-torus T 2 . Indeed, suppose the coordinates x; y are rational with denominator q. Then the components of f(x; y) can likewise be written as rational numbers with denominator q. Since there are at most q 2 such points in T 2 , all these points must be periodic with period not exceeding q 2 . In particular all points with rational coordinates are periodic under iteration of f. Thus the set of periodic orbits is dense in T 2 . Incidentally, it is not di cult to see that the rational points are the only periodic points. In spite of the countable, dense set of periodic orbits, the dynamics of f is a prototype of chaotic behaviour. For example, consider any periodic orbit. Its stable manifold is given by appropriate translates of the stable eigenspace of the matrix f. Since this eigenspace possesses irrational slope, it is itself dense in T 2 , when considered mod 1. The same holds true for the unstable manifold of any periodic orbit which winds around T 2 densely in the unstable eigendirection. The intersection points of stable and unstable manifolds constitute a dense set of transverse homoclinic points with associated Smale horseshoes and Birkho shift dynamics. Moreover there exist trajectories which are dense on T 2 , and uncountable subsets such that the trajectories of any two points in such a set possess a lim inf of distance which is zero and a lim sup of distance which is positive. For more details on the standard Anosov map see Dev89], Shu87]. Now consider a nitely discretized version of the map f. By niteness of state space, any point must then be periodic. Intuitively, however, the chaotic nature of the original map f should be re ected by the fact that periodic points with very large period appear, as the discretization gets ner and ner. Various guesses come to mind as to the period of f itself. Below we will consider an equidistant discretization of the two-torus T 2 by n 2 lattice points. Since the discretized f induces a permutation of the n 2 lattice points, the period of a \chaotic" f might be expected to be of the order of n 2 ! or, more precisely, of the least common multiple of the cycle lengths in the cycle decomposition of the permutation induced by f. If we consider f as acting on pixel patterns, for example on a discrete version of Arnold's cat, we might expect a period of the arising pattern of the order of 2 n 2 , the number of n n black-and-white-patterns itself. In sharp contrast, another bound of 3n was observed in numerical experiments by HB80] and was proved, in the special case of the above Anosov map, by DT92]. This surprising observation of very low periods of f motivated our systematic investigation of periods of linear discretized torus maps. Kea91] , PV87]. In conclusion, our theorems exhibit a curious interaction between linearity of the iteration and equidistant lattice discretisation, which sheds some light on the intricacies involved in the discretisation of continuous systems. For further discussion see section 4.
The two-dimensional case
The main ideas of our approach will now be explained in detail for the case m = 2. See for example Lan68] for a general introduction to Galois theory. where is the trace of A. We analyse the behavior of Per A (n), rst, for prime numbers n = p, then for prime powers n = p , and nally for arbitrary n. Per A (n) for n = p prime Let p be a xed prime number. We consider proving claim a).
We summarize the preceding results. If the trace of A is even then (i) can be sharpened to become Per A (n) 2n.
Proof: We prove (i) rst. Suppose n 1 and n 2 are relatively prime. Then
Per A (n 1 n 2 ) divides the least common multiple lcm(Per A (n 1 ); Per A (n 2 )) of the periods associated to the factors. We therefore decompose n = 2 0 n 1 . . . n k with n j = p j j and mutually distinct prime factors p j > 2.
Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 imply that there exist j 2 f1; 2g and j n j such that Per A (n j ) = j j : For the even part n 0 = 2 0 ; 0 > 0, this estimate can be improved:
Per A (n 0 ) 3 2 n 0 :
We therefore distinguish two cases.
Case 1: n is odd.
Then 2n is a common multiple of all Per A (n j ), and hence Per A (n j ) divides 2n. Therefore Per A (n) 2n:
Case 2: n is even. Here we have used the fact that all p j 1 are even. Letting k ! 1 and using p j > j we obtain We are now ready for the proof of our main result. It remains to treat the case t = 1 (which occurs, e.g., if P A is irreducible mod p). 
Discussion
Here we will discuss a slight generalization as well as some sharper results on Per A (n), provided that additional information on A is available. We conclude with a brief discussion of nonlinear aspects. . It seems natural to investigate the fate of structural stability under discretization. A discrete version of f can be obtained, for example, via the pairwise disjoint boxes covering T 2 and centered around the points of the discrete lattice Z Z 2 n . Any lattice point maps to some box, under f, to which we can then assign its central lattice point again in a unique way. Let f n denote this discretized map associated to f.
Shadowing is a concept which applies to individual discretized trajectories Pal84]. Let j j < 0 , so that f is still uniformly hyperbolic on T 2 . For n n 0 , the discrete trajectories of f n described above can be viewed as pseudo-orbits of f. By shadowing, there exists a true orbit of f, on T 2 , which remains uniformly close to the pseudo-orbit under all iterates f n ; n 2 Z Z of f: the true orbit of f shadows the discrete pseudo-orbit. By de nition, the shadow orbit is periodic with minimal period bounded by n 2 . Under (discrete) conjugation, the period of a map remains unchanged:
A r n = Id ) (h ?1 A n h) r = Id for any bijection h : T 2 n ! T 2 n . So: how small are the periods of the discretized maps f n on T 2 ? Shadowing does not address this question. Moreover, the period of f n is the least common multiple of the periods of all orbits of f n . Since A maps lattice points to lattice points, the same holds true for f n associated to f = A + g, of course, provided that j j < n . Indeed, we can guarantee f n = A n . Note that n ! 0 for n ! 1. Therefore, this is not a statement resembling structural stability of A. First computer experiments seem to indicate that, in fact, periods of f n can become very large as soon as is chosen large enough to make f n deviate from A n . But, at present, we are not able to provide any theoretical corroboration of these experiments.
